
An eco-friendly SCM company
focused on manufacturing and 

logistics

eco-friendly 
supply chain solutions



Your eco-friendly supply chain 
management and manufacturing 
solution for organic products.

ecologitex

What we offer to you 
Insisting on certified socio-economic working standards, ecologitex coor-
dinates the manufacture of organic textiles, and the processing, packag-
ing and labelling of organic food through our local offices in India, and we 
deliver your order anywhere in Europe or the USA. Our specialty, however, 
is our ability to offer very competitive production lead times.

Organic cotton and jute, and blends of bamboo and recycled PET fibres –  
poplin shopping bags, hoodies, t-shirts, polo shirts, track suits, tank tops, 
shorts, socks, baby clothing, underwear, lingerie and pyjamas 

Spices chilli, ginger, turmeric, pepper, nutmeg, vanilla, saffron, cinnamon

Herbs amla, ashwagandha, tulsi, brahmi, galanga, mint, lemongrass,  
moringa

Coconuts coconut chips, milk, oil, cream, flour and desiccated coconut

Coffee both arabica and robusta

Fresh Products mango, sapota, grapes, jackfruit, ginger, turmeric

Purée alphonso mango puree, kesar mango puree

Jackfruit cubes, chunks, shreds, dehydrated chips

Oils & Extracts Japanese mint oil, lemongrass oil, lemon oil, lime oil,  
palmarosa oil, patchouli oil, peppermint oil, spearmint oil

Nuts and Seeds cashew nuts (w320 and w450)

ecologitex also processes and packages organic food products with 
your customised labelling:

We source and manufacture a variety of products using organic 
and recycled textile technologies:



ecologitex offers additional local services, such as TÜV SÜD lab testing, external quality manage-
ment, supplier sourcing and logistics. As your OEM in India, we take responsibility for all sourcing 
transactions, as well as production and delivery. ecologitex is a one-stop buying platform for  
corporations, private labels, mail order houses, wholesalers and retailers for the manufacturing 
and delivering of organic products.

Our strengths
With a view to building a clean and efficient supply chain – with significantly reduced CO2 emis-
sions – we provide resource management and cost-effective solutions through the utilisation of 
alternative service providers at both ends, upstream and downstram the supply chain. 

The local ecologitex offices in India, Switzerland and the USA, build bridges between cultures 
and can engineer an efficient service for private-label manufacturing. The merchandisers within 
our network of factories have years of experience in realising technical packs, cutting patterns 
and measurement charts.

Our foundation is built on a logistics company that has operated for more than 30 years. We 
have direct acccess to a network of local service providers in India, which allows us to offer 
more-attractive prices. Our regular logistics operations can facilitate dependable and uncompli-
cated container shipments directly to your destination.

Our mission
ecologitex is actively devoted to reducing the environmental impact of the entire supply chain. 
Your order is managed and monitored from raw cultivation through all stages of logistics to the 
merchandise reaching its destination. 

We only work with farmers who cultivate organic cotton and follow accepted basic social standards 
and strict environmental safeguards. ecologitex is committed to ensuring that our suppliers 
adhere to these guidelines and, through a meticulous certification process, their compliance is 
readily transparent.

Our partners in India manufacture under GOTS certified working conditions. We can also procure 
yarn that is spun using Controlled Union (CU) certified cotton fibres.

ecologitex
Shopping bag production



Janurvas is an association that is closely affiliated with ecologitex, and one which 
sources financing for rural area development projects in India. The goals of Janurvas 
are to create access to clean water and education and to reintroduce natural irrigation 
through rainwater harvesting. By replanting native foliage, which in turn, raises the 
water table, Janurvas helps to redesign landscapes, thereby creating natural habitats 
and biospheres. Essentially, making deserts green again.

Janurvas describes your current project through a series of videos that are linked to a 
QR code that is printed on the reverse of the shopping bags. This way, end consumers 
will see what has been achieved, and can follow the story of what they are supporting.

ecologitex is focused on supply chain strategies. We optimise container logistics 
through shipment consolidation. Our dedicated online logistics platform, foxloader.com, 
was developed to make booking your consignments a simple one-click operation.

Certifications available for cotton farming, textile processing and manufacturing:
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Certifications available for organic farming and Goods Manufacturing Practice:
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